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EDITORIAL
STUDY RESULTS
A more sociable and supportive community
A community that is more involved in local life
A more environmentally responsible community

INSPIRING POSITIVE CHANGE
USER DATA
TAKING THINGS FURTHER
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The best way
of predicting
the future is
to take action
to shape it.

EDITORIAL
Digital neighbourhood social media platforms, otherwise known
as neighbourhood social networks, have been flourishing since the
early 2010s.
Originally seen as digital novelties and unfairly
compared to jobbing platforms and other classified
ad websites, these networks have gained a foothold
in France’s digital landscape, emerging as viable
alternatives to social media giants such as Facebook
(which are increasingly being snubbed as a result of ad
overloads, data protection issues, being out of step with
contemporary needs, etc.), while providing tangible
solutions to major social issues.
Thanks to their economic, social and environmental
impact, these networks are increasingly being
incorporated into major housing development,
land planning, collaborative city and real estate
management programmes. They help fend off social
isolation, bring local communities and neighbourhoods
to life, put residents in touch with the local economy and optimise resource pooling and
sharing while reducing carbon footprints. Finally, they help societies transition towards a
more collaborative and positive approach. In this study, we take a closer look at the defining
characteristics of neighbourhood social media platforms, with three major pillars emerging:

An atmosphere based on trust
These networks verify users’ identities as well as uphold the quality and conformity of the
discussions that take place. Some of the networks go an extra step further by serving as a
trusted third party (secure online payments, shared insurance, etc.).

A connected local community
Priority is given to this idea of proximity, such as by providing lists of the users’ closest
neighbours, local shop directories, communication tools for citizens to use, events and APIs
that allow third-party solutions to interact within the ecosystem.

A network of neighbourhood services
A unique range of collaborative services: recommendations, insider tips on the best deals
available at shops, security and safety alerts, things neighbours are willing to loan/lend/give
away for free, skill sharing and swapping, events, etc.
David Rouxel
Smiile Founder
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EXPERT INSIGHTS
COMMUNITY-FOCUSED TOWNS AND CITIES
“Unlike major social media platforms (Wikipedia,
Facebook, etc.), neighbourhood platforms are redefining
local areas for users looking to interact and give away
items, services, advice and even their time. In these
contexts, neighbours are no longer people who simply live
next door to one another but are instead people who share
values (linked to how they consume, their environment,
lifestyles, etc.).
As the study illustrates, their users are often people who
are already active members of their community. From
this perspective, digital tools are merely enhancing preexisting attitudes and involvement. Yet for a number of
years now, we’ve been seeing people logging on to neighbourhood and buy/swap/sell platforms
for socialising purposes. While online networks designed to do away with social isolation already
exist (particularly those aimed at the elderly), it is interesting to note that transactions (where
items are given, loaned, lent or swapped) become pretexts for forging or consolidating local social
ties and even help foster a sense of belonging to a social-minded and supportive community, as
the study’s results show.”

Jean-François Lucas
Sociologist and Digital Urban Specialist at Chronos
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SUSTAINABLE LIVING
“Neighbourhood social media platforms aim to heighten
synergy between residents, companies, community
economy and support associations and cities’ local
authorities coming together to provide tenants with
services. In this way, the digital platforms allow users to
communicate, interact and organise awareness-building
and training sessions.
We’re now seeing families and partners logging on to the
platforms on a regular basis sharing daily news, free or
paid-for services and checking updates from their landlords.
These neighbourhood social media platforms are changing
the way tenants interact with their landlords for a more
positive view of how their residences and neighbourhoods work and help provide solutions to
support tenants in transitioning in line with the digital revolution that is currently under way.”

Pascal Boucher
Head of Social Innovation at Podeliha
Podeliha, a subsidiary of Action Logement,
is the Pays de la Loire region’s leading social housing provider
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RESPONDENT PROFILES

A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF THE FRENCH POPULATION

65%
35%

48 years old
(Average age)

(Gender)

2.2

people

(Household size)

73%

in urban areas

27%

in rural areas
(Place of residence)
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METHODOLOGY
This study was conducted in partnership with YouGov and aims to demonstrate the impact and role
of digital tools in shaping and resolving current and future challenges and issues.
Study conducted between 21 November and 15 December 2019
SAMPLES
YouGov: 1,005 people, representative of France’s general population (18+)
Connected neighbours: 1,436 active users on Smiile, a French neighbourhood social media
platform (extract)

YouGov method
The survey was carried out online via YouGov’s own panel. The data has been weighted to be
representative of France’s adult population. Field study conducted from 20 to 21 November 2019.

Smiile method
The survey was carried out online via TLAG’s own panel. Field study conducted from 30 November
to 15 December 2019.

Method for drawing conclusions
Based on the same questions that were asked, we analysed the results collated from the
representative sample of France’s population (YouGov study) and the sample of active users on
the Smiile neighbourhood social media platform, referred to as “connected neighbours”, in order
to extract the key learning.
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STUDY RESULTS
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A MORE SOCIABLE AND SUPPORTIVE
COMMUNITY
FRENCH HOUSEHOLDS
Key learning:
THERE IS A DISPARITY BETWEEN HOW RURAL AND URBAN NEIGHBOURHOODS
INTERACT
Over six French people in ten claim to know the names of at least three of their neighbours.
This is especially the case in villages and among French people living in houses. Conversely,
people living in big cities and apartments seem less inclined to interact with their neighbours.

FRENCH PEOPLE FREQUENTLY INTERACT WITH THEIR NEIGHBOURS
Most French people claim to greet and interact with their neighbours regularly.
Nearly three in ten respondents also said their immediate neighbours are among the social
groups they interact with the most, coming in just behind family, friends and work colleagues.
This also appears to be the case in the event of problems or unforeseen circumstances. Most
French people say they feel they can count on their neighbours in difficult situations.

CONNECTED NEIGHBOURS
Key learning:

63%
67%

OF CONNECTED NEIGHBOURS
ARE HAPPY AND WILLING TO HELP THEIR NEIGHBOURS
OF CONNECTED NEIGHBOURS
HELP THEIR NEIGHBOURS SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH

INCREASED INTERACTION
10% more connected neighbours know their neighbours’ first names.
More of them have trust-based relationships with their immediate neighbours (+25%).
On average, connected neighbours are more sociable. ¼ more of them say they greet their
neighbours at least once a week.
In the event of a problem or difficulty, connected neighbours feel twice as able to count on
someone living nearby.

CONNECTED NEIGHBOURS HELP EACH OTHER OUT MORE REGULARLY
30% more connected neighbours help their neighbours out at least once a month.
Connected neighbours help their neighbours out more regularly (of which 15% help out once
a week and 67% help out several times a month).

IMPROVED QUALITY OF LIFE
65% of connected neighbours think a neighbourhood social network helps
effectively combat social isolation and loneliness.
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A COMMUNITY THAT IS
MORE INVOLVED IN LOCAL LIFE
FRENCH HOUSEHOLDS
Key learning:
OVERALL, FRENCH PEOPLE FEEL FULFILLED AND HAPPY, BUT ARE NOT
SIGNIFICANTLY INVOLVED IN THEIR LOCAL NEIGHBOURHOOD
Most French people described themselves as feeling happy and welcome in their neighbourhood.
Closer investigation reveals that village residents and people living in houses feel this more
intensely.
Yet only ¼ of respondents say they feel involved in local neighbourhood life, although this figure
increases for rural communities.
In terms of social challenges, nearly nine out of ten French people feel it is important to take
local and individual action to tackle the climate emergency.
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CONNECTED NEIGHBOURS
Key learning:

75%
+20%

OF CONNECTED NEIGHBOURS
FEEL HAPPY IN THEIR NEIGHBOURHOOD
OF CONNECTED NEIGHBOURS
HELP THEIR NEIGHBOURS SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH

DEEPER BONDS WITH LOCAL ORGANISATIONS
Connected neighbours are 25% more involved in their local neighbourhood.
Connected neighbours are more active in local groups compared to the majority of the French
population and are generally more involved and invested in their neighbourhoods (+20%).
Connected neighbours are twice as active in local clubs, associations and NGOs compared
to France’s general population.
Rates for involvement in community life (excluding groups and associations) are 25% higher
among connected neighbours.
Outside of their families, connected neighbours are more open to relationships within their
neighbourhood and with local shops (+18%).
Connected neighbours enjoy trust-based relationships with local shops (+25%) and boost local
economies while contributing to regenerating city centres.
75% of connected neighbours feel happy or very happy in their neighbourhoods, 20% more than
households that do not use neighbourhood social media platforms.
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A MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY
RESPONSIBLE COMMUNITY
CONNECTED NEIGHBOURS
Key learning:

2/3

OF CONNECTED NEIGHBOURS USE A NEIGHBOURHOOD
SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM TO FOSTER A MORE POSITIVE
AND ECO-FRIENDLY LIFESTYLE

COMMITMENT TO A CAUSE
Connected neighbours believe it is important to take action on both a local and individual
scale. 97% of them believe it is time to take concrete action to tackle the climate emergency,
90% of them want to take action on a local scale and 60% of them on an individual level with
the belief that every small step can help.
Connected neighbours are four times more likely to feel a sense of urgency surrounding global
warming and to believe that the time has come to take action without delay.

WASTE IS CENTRAL TO RESIDENTS’ CONCERNS
Over half of all connected neighbours (57%) believe that this type of tool helps reduce waste
and directly contributes to reducing carbon footprints.

95% of connected neighbours think giving away and sharing food among neighbours
is a good way of solving the food waste crisis.
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It is time to take
action to tackle
environmental
issues.
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INSPIRING
POSITIVE CHANGE
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INSPIRING POSITIVE CHANGE
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM MARKET IN FRANCE
France’s neighbourhood network market has grown over the past five years. Service
platforms have emerged to meet short-term needs for paid odd jobs, provided by entities
such as AlloVoisins and Needhelp.
In terms of more community-minded initiatives, local networks such as the American platform
Nextdoor or the more recent German platform Nebenan have been popping up across France,
primarily in the Paris region and high-density areas.
Smiile was founded in 2014 and is a collaborative community market leader. It aims to foster
ties and mutual support among neighbours across France.
The start-up intends to inspire and provide tangible tools to help users take action and
foster collaborative practices among the stakeholders who are busy building current and
future cities.

SMIILE IS A COLLABORATIVE AND OPEN SOCIAL INNOVATION DESIGNED
TO HELP BUILD A POSITIVE FUTURE
Smiile is a collaborative tool that allows all users to feel at home and contribute to building
a brighter future.
Drawing on the power of digital tools and collective community energy, Smiile provides
users with a practical toolbox they can use to become fully integrated active members of
a sharing- and support-based community.
The goal is to rebuild social ties between individuals
while reducing the impact of human activity and
contemporary living on the planet.
By fostering an environment and atmosphere of trust
between people living in the same community and by
offering practical tools for sharing collaborative practices,
the platform encourages communities to engage with a
community spirit to help one another and protect the
planet, thereby giving citizens the power to come together
around a shared goal.
The most vulnerable sections of the population – students,
the elderly, people living alone, the unemployed and single-parent families – have everything
to gain from joining Smiile in order to receive support and springboards for boosting their
buying power. Yet Smiile is designed for all people, regardless of their income, background
or prior commitments.
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Social bonds and a sense of belonging and usefulness know no socio-economic boundaries.
They have both gradually dissolved as our societies have become more individualistic, despite
the fact that it is absolutely crucial to preserve them in order to safeguard social harmony.
We are convinced that each and every citizen has the empathy needed to contribute to
the collective mindset needed to foster stronger communities.
We offer a series of social innovation tools and a trust-based community to tackle major
social challenges:

Improve quality of life and regenerate communities
Fight financial struggle and boost buying power
Stave off social isolation, exclusion and loneliness
Protect natural resources and biodiversity
Invent new ways for institutions and citizens to interact and collaborate to build
better, more welcoming, more participative and more resilient towns and cities
Camille Abt
Impact and Strategic Partnerships Manager, Smiile

ACCOMPANYING CHANGE
In a climate of ever-shifting accelerated change and upheaval, there needs to be a 360-degree
approach to building communities in which quality of life and human experience are placed
at the heart of all economic, political and social initiatives.
The Smiile teams work by your side to support you in generating progressive policies
designed to benefit all stakeholders.
Get in touch to discuss your project: partenaire@smiile.com

NEWS | A DIFFERENT AND LOCAL WAY
OF COMMUNICATING WITH SMIILE

Here: Rennes

Search

I can help with:

Basic first aid

Looking to inspire stakeholders?
Launch your very own Smiile campaign and encourage users to
share items, goods and services based on a theme of your choosing.
Example: you are a Paris local representative. Following flooding, you
want to build resident awareness of sharing opportunities that could
help their neighbours out (e.g. torches, clearing work, babysitting,
first-aid kits, duvets and covers, etc.).

Yes!
No

Latest news
NEWS

+
OBJECTS

35 events
SERVICES

MESSAGES
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USER DATA
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USER DATA
AND ADOPTION FIGURES
(USAGE FOR 2019 BASED ON 450,000 MEMBERS SIGNED UP
TO THE SMIILE SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM)

WHERE DO THESE PLATFORM USERS LIVE?

2% 2%

Rural
(apartment)

Other

9%

Urban
(detached house
in a large city)

27%

Urban
(apartment
in a large city)

18%

Urban
(apartment in a
medium-sized city)

22%
20%

Urban
(detached house in
a medium-sized city)

Rural
(detached house)

These tools are being embraced, which illustrates just how inclusive neighbourhood
social media platforms are in both urban and rural environments.
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HOW ARE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLATFORM COMMUNITIES STRUCTURED?

49%

51%

Male

Female

3,240

NEIGHBOURS: ON AVERAGE, THE
LARGEST SUPPORT COMMUNITY
THAT USERS HAVE ACCESS TO FOR
THEIR NEIGHBOURHOOD, TOWN OR
VILLAGE

33

HOUSEHOLDS MAKE UP ON AVERAGE
THE ACTIVE CORE FOR A CONNECTED
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLATFORM
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WHAT KIND OF HELP ARE NEIGHBOURS WILLING TO GIVE ONE ANOTHER?
Users are invited to share the types of everyday help they are willing to give their neighbours
on Smiile.
According to the results, this includes:
Giving neighbours
basic food items

80%

Keeping an eye on a neighbour’s
home when they go on holiday

72%

Taking in parcels
for neighbours

68%

Lending tools

60%

Helping out in hard times

57%

Helping out with DIY
or physical tasks

44%

Giving tips on gardening

28%

Neighbourhood social media platforms re-establish relationships based on
everyday help and support: practices that have become somewhat extinct. They
are also a useful channel for sharing and passing on targeted local news and
information, thereby forging bonds between all stakeholders in the local area.
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WHAT ARE THE MOST COMMON TYPES OF EXCHANGES SEEN ON
NEIGHBOURHOOD SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS?

2.4%

Car-sharing
and pooling

1.2%

Citizen surveys
and dialogue

0.6%

Bulk purchases

0.5%

Security alerts/
lost and found

5.3%

Local events

36%

Service- and
skill-sharing

9.6%

Odd job ads

16.8%
Local news

27%

Equipment and item
sharing (giveaway/
lending/loaning)

3.5

items and services
are shared on average
per connected
neighbour.
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WHAT ARE THE MOST-SHARED CATEGORIES OF OBJECTS AND SERVICES
ON NEIGHBOURHOOD SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS?

Top 10 most-shared objects

1

DIY AND CONSTRUCTION

2

FURNITURE AND DECORATIVE ITEMS

3

KITCHEN TOOLS AND UTENSILS

4

SPORTS ITEMS

5

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

6

GARDENING TOOLS

7

CHILDREN’S GOODS

8

CULTURAL ITEMS (E.G. BOOKS, MUSIC, FILMS, ETC.)

9

COMPUTER-RELATED AND HIGH-TECH ITEMS

10
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GAMES AND TOYS

Top 10 most-shared services

1
2
3

AT-HOME HELP
PRIVATE LESSONS
DIY

4
5

ENTERTAINMENT, EVENTS AND PARTY SERVICES

6

REPAIRS

7

CLEANING, IRONING AND DRY-CLEANING

8

DELIVERIES AND SHOPPING

9
10

GARDENING TOOLS

SPORTS ITEMS
CHILDCARE (BABYSITTING)
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TAKING THINGS FURT
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TAKING THINGS FURTHER
THE CHANGE-MAKERS
In order to build the cities of the future hand in hand with citizen-led momentum, the
stakeholders tasked with managing and building our cities must be provided with the
resources needed to analyse behaviours, involve local ecosystems and offer new ways of
structuring and thinking.
A range of different tools exist and neighbourhood digital platforms are particularly well
suited for use by these stakeholders in order to take into consideration tangible needs and
expectations as expressed by all those involved on a local scale.

Local
authorities

Property developers,
construction firms
and town planners

Social housing
entities

Local
business
owners

RECOMMENDED STEP-BY-STEP ROLL-OUT FOR EACH STAGE IN A PROJECT’S
LIFE CYCLE
Ahead of housing programmes during the consultation and design stages:

For local authorities, neighbourhood social media platforms help identify citizen
expectations within their neighbourhoods, bring together local stakeholders and inform
future town planning policies.
For housing companies tasked with designing living spaces to be built or renovated, the idea
is to identify needs in terms of local services and help future buyers to imagine themselves
in their future neighbourhood.
For social housing entities, the goal is to identify positive externalities of responsible
digital policies set up to benefit their beneficiaries and create cohesive service-based
ecosystems.
Smiile allows all stakeholders to estimate the impact of future plans ahead of time.
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During project roll-outs in towns and cities, in construction
and in renovation projects:

For local authorities, the benefits include interacting with neighbourhood representatives,
encouraging citizen-led initiatives and communicating with stakeholders in real time to
contribute to regional resilience.
For housing entities, the primary focus is creating vibrant neighbourhoods by linking networks
and ecosystems in order to provide new services and help residents form a sense of their
future living spaces.
For social housing providers, the interface can be used as a targeted local communication tool
and as a way of sparking social ties within residences, fostering community and solidarity and
boosting resident involvement and belonging in order to create a pleasant living environment.

In projects’ later stages in existing neighbourhoods and sites:

For local authorities, the tools allow for priority action areas to be identified within
neighbourhoods, existing services to be improved and common spaces to be co-developed
with residents in order to inspire other neighbourhoods.
For housing entities, the idea is to illustrate and quantify the benefits of a collaborative
digital tool, to value the impact of the services that have been rolled out and estimate how
they contribute to an improved sense of community.
For social housing providers, this is a powerful way of forging ties with tenants: tools like
these help create solutions to improve residents’ buying power, heighten social links to
fight isolation and loneliness and build awareness of the need for environmental action.

CLOSING THOUGHTS: HOW SOCIAL INNOVATION IS REVOLUTIONISING
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
The use of collaborative applications is having a direct impact on how shared spaces
are structured and laid out in towns and cities, altering and enriching the ways in which
residents consume, get around and express themselves.
With this in mind, it is absolutely essential to create study criteria for analysing changes in
user behaviour and to involve all stakeholders that contribute to shaping community spaces.
By bringing all those involved together to reinvent local development models, we will
be creating shared value that ensures local communities are built to last and remain
cohesive and balanced.
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CONTACT
Smiile
contact@smiile.com
+33 (0)9 67 38 49 49

www.smiile.com
smiilefr

/smiileFR

@smiilefr

